Syllables

Divide each word by putting a slash (/) symbol between each syllable. On the space provided, tell how many syllables each word has. Use a dictionary if you’re not sure where to divide the syllables.

example:  di/no/saur  3
          pre/his/tor/ic  4

1. fossil

2. bones

3. triceratops

4. fossil

5. bones

6. triceratops

7. giant

8. stegosaurus

9. carnivore

10. lizard

11. herbivore

12. tail

13. eggs

14. extinct

15. spinosaurus

16. predator
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ANSWER KEY

Syllables

Divide each word by putting a slash (/) symbol between each syllable. On the space provided, tell how many syllables each word has. Use a dictionary if you're not sure where to divide the syllables.

example:  
d i / n o / s a u r  3  
pre / his / tor / ic  4

~ PREVIEW ~

Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.